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ABSTRACT
Bioprinting complex scaffolds and biostructs using conventional 3-axis bioprinting
platforms is a challenging and sometimes even an impossible task. This paper discusses the
design, fabrication, building, programing, and testing of a functional prototype that demonstrates
an ability to bioprint complex scaffold designs using a 5 axis, 5 degrees of freedom (DOF)
bioprinting platform. The ability to control the approach angle of the tool with additional 2
degrees of freedom will allow bioprinting of scaffolds along angled, uneven and concave
surfaces such as the cranial of human’s skull. While conventional 3 DOF bioprinters can follow
the topology of a curved surface the tooltip approach angle is always fixed normal to the building
platform. Maintaining the tooltip normal to the surface of the subject is important because the
shape of the deposited bioink strands needs to be uniform throughout the scaffold in order to
maintain the porosity and shape of the scaffold. This can be achieved only along the X-Y plane
while using a conventional 3 DOF bioprinter, therefore, at least two additional degrees of
freedom need to be implemented in order to produce complicated 3D geometries as shown in
figure A.
Another major challenge while bioprinting with 5 DOF devices is bioprinter control and
generation of toolpaths. Conventional bioprinters utilize open-source model slicing software
developed for 3D printers and generate the tool paths in 2D layers along X-Y plane. Generating
3D toolpaths is very challenging and only closed-source, feature limited proprietary software
solutions are available. Therefore, the bioprinter control and 2D/3D toolpath generation software
were developed which can control a variety of different types of devices such as extrusion-based,
droplet-based and aspiration-assisted bioprinters. The ability to control different types of
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bioprinters and generate the toolpath using a single software interface reduces the preparation
and calibration time when transferring the subject between different bioprinters which are not
interconnected by uniform software interface.

Figure A. Bioprinter platform comparison
Several design alternatives of the motion stage and end effector were evaluated and the
5DOF bioprinter design was chosen, because it scored the highest in terms of portability, build
volume/footprint ratio and cost on the Design Alternative Matrix. This project was completed in
accordance with the action plan (see Appendix A), that has 4 primary tracks which include
design, fabrication, software development and writing. This project is under active development.
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Chapter 1
Overview of Bioprinting Technology
Tissue manufacturing by utilizing various 3D bioprinting techniques provides us with the
means to make replacement organ and tissue substitutes. Research and development of 3D
bioprinting enable us to produce biological structures of increased complexity and function.
Bioprinted devices can be used to test and understand new medications, produce “organ-on-achip” [1] devices and heal through regenerative medicine tissue engineering.
Currently, bioprinting technology is in the early stages of development and consist of 3
main techniques of bioink deposition. These techniques are: droplet-based, laser-based, and
extrusion-based [2] bioprinting. Inkjet-based technique is contactless. Small drops of biomaterial
are deposited by creating positive pressure inside the bioink cartage. This technique reduces the
potential risk of contamination but suffers from an inability to print viscous materials. Droplet
size determines the maximum resolution of this bioprinting method [2]. Laser-based direct
writing (LDW) technique utilizes a focused laser beam. By creating localized pressure inside the
donor material a droplet containing a cell is ejected which then falls on the collector plate [2].
Laser-based techniques can be used to print with viscous materials. Very fine resolution can be
obtained due to high sensitivity and fine focus point of the laser beam. However, living cells can
be damaged from the interaction with the laser light. Both, droplet-based and laser-based
techniques are affected by gravity making them less feasible for a 5-axis 5d degree of freedom
(DOF) CNC motion implementation.
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5 Degree of Freedom Bioprinting
First, we will discuss the feasibility of 5-axis 5 DOF, extrusion-based, 3D bioprinting
implementation. This deposition technique was chosen as the primary focus because it is affected
by gravity to a lesser extent. This is the case, because the cells are deposited in a continuous
circular tubes of bioink, constructing the 3D object layer by layer. This method uses various
types of bioink’s which differ in material properties and function. Bioprinters with multiple
extrusion heads are able to produce heterogeneous designs.
Currently, the 3-axis implementation is able to position the nozzle of the material
extruder in 3 dimensions XYZ [2], but it lacks the ability to adjust the angle of the extruder tip
AB which is always perpendicular to the XY plane. By controlling the angles AB of the end
effector tip the complexity of biomaterial object design could be increased. Providing the means
to deposit material on uneven, round and spherical surfaces. 5 DOF control systems could also
be useful in 4D bioprinting applications, where the extra dimension of time [2,3] is considered.
Stimulation by electrical current or other means could be delivered at intricate angles avoiding
the critical areas of the biological object after it was printed.
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Extrusion-Based Bioprinting

Origins
Extrusion-based bioprinting originated from fused deposition modeling (FDM)
fabrication technique created in the late 1990’s. FDM was adopted to produce porous scaffolds
which provide the cells with a structure to grow and attach within, prolonging their lifespan [5].
3D printing and bioprinting should not be used interchangeably. 3D printing refers to
constructing objects with inert materials, while bioprinting uses living cells and other biological
materials for tissue engineering.

Principle of operation
Bioprinters take shape in many forms and depend on the specific application need.
Extrusion-based bioprinters deposit bioink in circular tubes building up the object layer by layer.
The ink is delivered by mechanical, pneumatic or solenoid micro-extruders. Selection of the
extruder depends on biomaterials properties and design specifications. Each extrusion variation
has its benefits and limitations.
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Figure 1.1 Mechanical micro-extrusion system [4]

Mechanical Micro-extruders
Piston or screw based extruders deposit material by driving the syringe piston which
creates positive or negative pressure inside the syringe chamber. This type of extrusion can
develop high pressure and have the ability to deposit viscous material [4]. However, this design
suffers from the fact that the chamber is sealed and the volume of material is restricted to the size
of the syringe used. An example of a typical mechanical system is displayed in Figure 1.1.
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Figure 1.2 Pneumatic micro-extrusion system [4]

Pneumatic Micro-extruders
Pneumatic based extruders use pressurized air to drive the piston within the syringe so the
pressure within the bioink container is regulated in order to extrude the material. This design
reduces the weight and size of the extruder assembly. Also, it provides the means to extend the
volume of bioink to be printed beyond the limitations of the syringes volume. An example of a
typical Pneumatic system is displayed in Figure 1.2.
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Figure 1.3 Solenoid micro-extrusion system.[4]

Solenoid micro-extrusion system
Solenoid-based extruders use a coil driving a ferromagnetic plunder to control the flow of
the material. This extrusion system provides a very quick response time and can deliver the
material with a high level of precision. An example of a typical Solenoid based system is
displayed in Figure 1.3.
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Current state of art extrusion-based bioprinters
Freiburg Materials Research Center demonstrated 3D plotting of thermos reversible gels
[4] and was the first group to demonstrate command and control (CNC) deposition of liquid gels.
This technology was commercialized as 3D-Bioplotter® and can be seen in Figure 1.4. Today
there are many bioprinting implementations with a wide range of capabilities. They depend on
specific application requirements and the properties of the bioink’s to be used. With the
increasing complexity of biostructures [2,4], the ability to use multiple types of material at the
same time becomes very important.

Figure 1.4 3D-Bioplotter®, the first commercially available bioprinter.[4]
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Figure 1.5 Multi-arm bioprinter.[5]

The University of Iowa developed a multi-arm bio printer with pneumatic and
mechanical micro-extruders. This bioprinter was used for vascularized tissue and in-situ bone
printing and is pictured in Figure 1.5. Drexel University developed a multi-nozzle bioprinter
which includes pneumatic, solenoid and piezoelectric micro-extruder head assembly. Their
bioprinter was used for fibroblasts and endothelial cells printing [5].
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Extruder design considerations
Many different bioink’s can be printed with extrusion-based bioprinters. Bioink materials
categories include hydrogels, micro-carriers, cell aggregates and decellularized matrix
components [4]. The function of the bioink depends on its composition. For example some
bioinks such as hydrogels act as host media for the cells to increase cell proliferation. Cells to be
used for bioinks are also chosen based on the desired function and their mechanical properties
[2,4]. Mechanical properties of bioinks can change with temperature and time introducing further
complexity in the bioprinter design [3]. All these aspects must be taken into consideration while
designing a bioprinting platform. Selection of required bioinks for specific biostructure
manufacturing is the primary consideration when designing a bioprinter.
Due to the delicate nature of biomaterials, a material-specific micro-extrusion system
must be employed in order to prevent unnecessary stress on the cells. Stress could cause damage
and result in cell death [1,4]. This complication makes bioprinters highly application specific and
often results in a very complex system design such as the multi-arm bioprinter.
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Temperature control

Figure 1.6 temperature controlled microextruder [4].

Figure 1.7 Temperature controlled stage [4].

In order to control the temperature of the bioink material the cooling chambers are
installed on the extruder assemblies and bioink chambers. For some bioinks such as
(fibrinogen/thrombin)-mix changes states from liquid to gel in elevated temperatures. This
process of irreversible, rapid gelation makes it very difficult to print using extrusion-based
bioprinters [1]. In order to overcome this issue cool air or liquid circulation is used to cool the
material before extrusion in order to prevent gelation within the extruders chamber. Mechanical
stiffness is important during extrusion. To induce gelation during the deposition of the material
the temperature must be increased. Heating wires are coiled on the nozzle barrel in order to
induce gelation during material deposition. An example of such system setup can be seen in
Figure 1.6. Temperature control of the deposited material is also considered. This can be
achieved in the similar manner employed for the material chamber temperature control and is
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pictured in Figure 1.7. Cooled or heated air/liquid is circulated through an aluminum block in
order to maintain the required temperature for the maximum cell proliferation [4].

Multi-material mixed extrusion

Figure 1.8 Multi-material mixed extruder[4]

Some materials exhibit desired function and mechanical properties upon mixing multiple
biomaterials. In order to make a blend of materials with precisely controlled ratios, the pressure
must be regulated inside multiple syringe chambers. The materials are then mixed statically and
extruded through a single nozzle as shown in Figure 1.8. This method has been demonstrated by
mixing chitosan, sodium alginate and chitin powder using mechanical micro-extruders mounted
on a Kura Agilus robotic arm [4,8].
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Bioprinter design considerations

Cost
Due to the high cost of the commercially available bioprinters, many research groups
create their own bioprinters [1,4-6]. Since the bioprinting industry is in its infancy, even
commercially available units need to be modified in order to satisfy the specific requirements of
the experiment [4,6]. Aluminum extrusion was used to build the frame of the multi-head
bioprinter Figure 1.5 which is a relatively inexpensive and provides a modular solution. Other
approaches include modifying an existing CNC platform by installing different micro extruders
in place of the original engraving motor assembly or 3D printing extruder.

Modularity
Ability to modify the design easily is also very important. As new biomaterials become
available it is important to have the ability to accommodate that material. Integrating new
sensors and designing additional attachments is much easier on a system that is built in-house
versus a commercially purchased unit [6].

Motion controllers
The 3D motion is interpreted by the motor controller card which receives instructions
through G-code commands issued by the computer [1]. Open-source CNC motion control cards
are preferred. The ability to expand the functionally of the bioprinter is very important [6]. For
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example, adding electro-solenoids to control air/coolant flow, measure temperature and pressure
by reading data from various sensors is often desired [4,6]. The proprietary commercially
available units such as 3D-bioplotter (Figure 1.4) are closed source and do not allow for such
extensions [5].

Motion control software/hardware
Functional and easy to use software for controlling the bioprinter is desired [1,6].
Commercial units are far much more superior in this regard. Custom 3D bioprinting software
design is often very complex. Developing the software solution in-house can consume many
man-hours and tend to suffer from bugs. There is little to no support available if a glitch arises.
Commercially available units have support channels and rigorous quality control practices which
result in more stable performance. Some scientists operating the bioprinters are not engineers [6].
Stable, reliable, and easy to use software/hardware implementation is very important for
bioprinters [1,4,6].

Design Software
The design software which generates the G-code instructions called toolpaths is also vital
for a good bioprinting platform. While most of the current 3D bioprinters are using computeraided drafting (CAD) software to create the initial design digitally [4], this design has to be
converted into a series of instructions for the bioprinter to execute [6]. For extrusion-based
bioprinters, the software packages used in conventional 3D printing can be adopted. The
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complexity of handling some biomaterials such as (fibrinogen/thrombin)-mix requires
modification [4] of these tools in order to react to various parameter changes during the printing
cycle [6]. Commercially available printers often include the design software which can handle
such tasks automatically.

Ease of use and reliability
Not all scientists working with bioprinters are engineers [6]. They use the bioprinter as a
tool which is expected to be functional, easy to operate and reliable. Relatability is especially
important [4], because biomaterial is very sensitive to a verity of variables, such as temperature,
time, deposition speed, etc [1-4,6]. Some of the experiments can take months to finish because
the cells have to be cultivated and grown. During this time a fault in the software algorithm or
hardware defect could potentially kill the experiment [4,6]. Bioprinter failure results in much
greater loss of man-hours and monetary damages when compared to conventional manufacturing
techniques [6].
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5 DOF bioprinting
Currently, in a 3-axis CNC bioprinting platform, the micro-extruder can be positioned at
any point within the build volume of the device. This is done by moving the micro-extruder
assembly or the platform itself in a Cartesian coordinate system along X and Y axis. The 3rd
dimension (Z axis) is achieved by adjusting the distance between the micro-extruder assembly
and the build platform [4]. In a typical 3-axis system, the micro-extruder is always perpendicular
to the build platform [4,6]. The Interface angles between the work surface and extruder assembly
are fixed. Introduction of 4th and 5th degree of freedom provides the means to specify the
interface angle of the micro-extruder tool tip relative to the work surface.

Potential benefits of 5-axis bioprinters
With the rapid advancement of bioengineering, the need for 5-axis systems is becoming
greater. In order to deposit material on uneven surfaces which requires the extruder to maintain a
normal angle relative to the contour of the working surface can’t be accomplished by using
conventional 3-axis systems. One example of such scenario would be bioprinting artificial skin
directly on the patient's arm [6]. There are potential benefits of such systems in 4D bioprinting as
well [3]. The 4th dimension to be considered is time. By applying external stimulation, the shape
or material properties of bioinks are changed over a period of time. This stimulation can take
many different forms ranging from a change in temperature, application of voltage or exposure
to specific wavelengths of light [4]. By being able to control the angle of the applicator tool this
stimulation could be delivered more precisely in areas otherwise unreachable by a 3 axis
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platform. Furthermore, an inspection camera could be mounted on the extruder assembly to
monitor the progress [6] of cell growth without external disturbances.

Current implementation

Figure 1.9 Sketch of micro-extruder mounted on 6-axis robotic arm.

One of the implementations of a (3+)-axis system was developed by MIT. They attached
a micro-extruder on a Kuka Agilus 6-axis robotic arm [8] pictured in Figure 1.9. While their
system was a 6-axis CNC system it was used as a conventional 3-axis system working in XYZ
coordinates at the time of publication. The main complexity that arises when introducing
additional axe’s is the development of the G-code generation software [6]. In conventional 3-axis
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systems, it is sufficient to specify the paths of movement. Path generation is very similar to
conventional 3D printing. This allows for easy adoption of the software packages which are
available in the open-source format. The increased complexity of a 5-axis motion system is much
harder to implement [6]. Currently, the software packages for generation of 5-axis CNC path
systems are limited to a proprietary closed-source format which cannot be modified.

The current state of 5-axis 5 DOF bioprinter implementation

Figure 1.10 State of implementation for 5-axis and 3-axis bioprinting systems.

•

Micro-extrusion systems that work with currently available biomaterials work

well in 3-axis bioprinters, however, they have not been tested with 5-axis bioprinters operating in
5-axis mode keeping them outside satisfactory implementation side. However, the
implementation should be similar to 3-axis variants.
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•

Mechanical CNC platforms are available for 5 DOF bioprinters, but only one

commercial, ready to use machines exist at this time. This fact also affected the ease of use and
relatability criteria.
•

3-axis Bioprinters are available throughout the whole price range, with custom

purpose built ones being the cheapest options and commercial units costing the most. 5-axis
bioprinters are much more expensive at this time.
•

Motion control hardware is almost identical for both 5-axis and 3-axis systems,

The most important consideration while designing a bioprinter is the required biomaterial
choice. Various conditions must be satisfied in order to keep the cells alive, which is the most
important condition in bioengineering. Everything revolves around cell proliferation, which
increases the complexity far beyond conventional 3D printing techniques. While some of the
technology can be adopted from conventional 3D printers, it often needs to be heavily modified
in order to work for bioprinting. 5-axis 5 DOF bioprinting is the clear next step in bioprinting
technology, weather it would be bioprinting on uneven surfaces, inspection or stimulus delivery
for 4D bioprinted biomaterials. However, it is currently at very early stages of development. The
software to control and generate the toolpaths is closed source and is not publicly available
making it hard or even impossible to modify. So yes, it is feasible to adopt mechanical robotic
arms and other (3+)-axis CNC systems for bioprinting today. However, the software needed to
operate these systems is not easily attainable at this time, making this technology too immature
for use outside small-scale experimentation within a lab environment. Figure 1.10 represents the
findings of this literature review which was conducted before starting the project during ESC 414
writing assignment 3 by the author[11].
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Chapter 2
Designing 5 DOF Bioprinter
5 DOF Bioprinter and its parts were designed using Autodesk Inventor 2018 CAD
software and tested using virtual testing environment until reliable designs were ready for
physical testing and finally for production.

Motion stage design alternative matrix
Three primary designs were considered for the implementation of the Cartesian XYZ
motion stage Table 2.1. These three designs were chosen, because they allow the subject to be
stationary during the printing operations and provide a portable, rigid and precise XYZ
positioning within the required arbitrary build space. Modular nature of the designs allows the
platform to be custom built in order to accommodate the specific requirements of the subject size
and device footprint. For example, a small version of the bioprinter could be used to operate on
small animals like rats in the lab environment while contained within a biohazard safety cabinet,
while a larger assembly could be used on mammals or even us humans in the operating room at
the hospital.
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Table 2.1 Motion stage design alternative matrix
Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

(80)
6.5(x-y) 1.25(z) 0.2(a-b)
(60) $2500
(30) Medium
(80) High

(80)
6.5(x-y) 1.25(z) 0.2(a-b)
(100) $1500
(90) Low
(70) Medium

Criteria Weight

Criteria

Resolution

3

Cost
Weight
Frame
Rigidity
Frame
Stability
Maintenance
requirement
Build Volume
and
Accessibility
Portability
Total Score:

6
8
6

(100)
0.2(x-y) 0.2(z) 0.2(a-b)
(20) $10,000+
(30) High
(90) High

6

(90) High

(80) High

(60) Medium

9

(40) High

(30) High

(60) Medium

10

(30) Low

(30) Medium

(80) High

10

(40) Low
2900

(50) Medium
2870

(90) High
4580

Resolution
The resolution requirement for current bioprinting applications is around 10µm [11]. The
resolution of all three models is well under the requirement since high micro-stepping (32x) of
stepper motors is used. Model 1 uses screw based linear motion stages for XYZ axes providing
the best resolution and achieving sub-micron positioning along all axes. Model 2 and Model 3
implement screw based motion for the Z-axis moving the X-Y stage up and down while the X, Y
axes are actuated using a GT2 pulley and belt system.
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Cost
The cost of all three models is well under the cost of commercially available bioprinters
which can range anywhere from $10,000 to $150,000[12]. The most expensive parts usually are
the linear motion stages, geared motors, aluminum extrusion, and electronics. Model 1 uses three
pre-built linear motion stages and aluminum extrusion frame which make the bioprinter
relatively expensive. Models 2 and Model 3 implements custom screw-based linear motion
stages built into the frame itself. In addition, X-Y stage for Models 2 and 3 is also inexpensive to
manufacture since it’s a belt driven system. Model 3 uses PMMA or Wood composite panels for
the frame, which reduces the cost even further.

Weight / Footprint / Build volume
The weight of the bioprinter is important because the printer needs to be portable. The
ability to transport the bioprinter from the operating room to storage area or between the lab and
the hospital can prove to be a difficult task if not an impossible one, especially if the machine is
heavy and have a high footprint to build area ratio. Model 1 is the heaviest platform because it is
made completely out of metal components. Model 3 is the lightest system due to the use of Core
X-Y motion stage which consists of 3 linear rails actuated by motors and belts instead of
complicated linear rail system found in Model 2 consisting of 6 rods and the required X-Y stage
box frame. Footprint to build volume ratio is the smallest for the Model 3 followed by and Model
2, they are both self-contained and the footprint of the printer does not depend on the tool
position. This allows the Model 3 device to be assembled inside a conventional incubator. In
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addition, Model 3 has a completely open top, front and bottom surfaces of the build space
allowing the platform to be placed on top of a much larger subject comfortably.

Frame Stability / Rigidity
The most rigid platform is the Model 1 due to its full metal frame and supported linear
motion stages, Model 2 and Model 3 frames are stiff but not as rigid. High rigidity is not required
for bioprinter systems since they are not expected to apply and maintain high magnitudes of axial
and bending loading at the tool tip as required for subtractive manufacturing.
All of the models discussed above are good implementations of Cartesian motion stage
for application in bioprinting. Model 3 was chosen after considering the criteria discussed above
due to its low price point, compact footprint, and open build platform.
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A-B Axis Design alternative matrix
In order to position the extruder assembly at an arbitrary angle within the build space at
least 5 Degrees of Freedom are required. This can be achieved by implementing 2 additional
axes to the Cartesian motion stage platform discussed above. Three different designs are
considered. Model A implements a zero offset design used in 3D laser cutting. This design does
not require for the base of the A-B axis assembly to be repositioned between the angle changes.
Model B and Model C implements an articulated robotic arm which can be positioned along a
sphere of the radius equal to the distance between the B axis and the tool tip. Model A and B
have a very limited overhead clearance for the tool when the tool is positioned in the normal
perpendicular position, while Model C allows for less restricted motion. This is a very important
consideration for bioprinting application because the extruders require the material and
air/vacuum supply to be delivered through the semi-rigid tubing. Also, Model C provides a much
greater flexibility for end effector implementation as the end effector is not constricted by space
limitations. Therefore, model C was chosen as the end effector implementation, because it scored
the highest on the A-B Axis design alternative matrix Table 2.2 due to the highest flexibility for
the designing of the end effectors.
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Table 2.2 A-B Axis design alternative matrix
Criteria

Model A

Model B

Model C

Arm Design

Random
Angle

Criteria Weight

Position

Cost

5

(70) $350

(50) $450

(80) $300

Weight

10

(50) Medium

(30) High

(70) Low

Rigidity

8

(40) Medium

(70) High

(60) High

Stability

10

(40) Medium

(80) High

(80) High

Maintenance
cost

7

(20) High

(50) Medium

(70) Low

Tool
Clearance

9

(40) Low

(40) Low

(90) High

2070

2620

3680

Total:
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Motion stage design

Figure 2.11 5DOF bioprinter CAD model and design.
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Bioprinter consists of 5 main components: Structural shell, Z-Stage assembly, X-Y-Stage
assembly, A-B Arm assembly and the end effector. Most importantly, this implementation of
XYZAB motion stage has an unrestricted build volume in 3 directions, top, forward, bottom
Figure 2.11. This allows the operator to easily interact with the subject, and most importantly the
platform can be placed and operate on-top of a relatively large subject such as a human and does
not require for the subject to move. The device implements 5 axes, 5 DOF motion and
positioning of the end effector as shown in Figure 2.12. This design of the motion stage focuses
on a simple solution which requires the least amount of parts resulting in reduced weight,
maintenance requirement, and cost of the system.

Figure 2.12 5 DOF Motion Stage
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Structural shell

Figure 2.13 Bioprinter assembly inside an incubator.

The structural shell houses the 5 DOF motion stage and provides the rigid mounting
points at the top and bottom of the frame. The printer can be assembled between any 2 static
plates and housed inside a bioreactor. Figure 2.13 shows the motion stage within 470x470x430
volume simulating inner dimensions of a standard incubator.
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Z stage

Figure 2.14 Z-Axis stage design

Z – axis is implemented by using 4 independent linear stages at each corner of the
bioprinter. Using 2 or 3 linear stages in combination with linear guides was also considered, but
these solutions displayed instabilities, especially during rapid movements when the weight
distribution of the X-Y platform changes depending on the location of the print head. By using 4
independent linear actuators which also act as linear guides solved the stability issue, providing
accurate and smooth XYZ positioning.
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X-Y stage

Figure 2.15 X-Y Stage design

X and Y axis motion is based on a CoreXY technique invented by Ilan E. Moyer [9]. This
technique is a modified version of H-bot motion stage which uses the same principle as a
modified drafting table mechanism with the belts cross-over moved away from the working area
of the printer. This technique was chosen for X and Y axes, because the motors are stationary
during motion, reducing the dynamic loading and allowing for faster acceleration and velocity.
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This is especially important because the additional A and B axes have to be carried in addition to
the end effector assembly.

Figure 2.16 CoreXY principle of operation[9]

A-B Arm

Figure 2.17 A-B Arm design
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A and B axes in combination with linear stage allow 5 degrees of freedom positioning of
the extruder assembly at any angle within the build space as shown in figure 2.17. The stepper
motors are geared down in order to improve positioning precession and preloaded counter
clockwise using springs to avoid any backlash present in the planetary gearboxes.

Gearbox selection
A and B axis motors are connected to a planetary gearbox with a gear ratio of 1:100. This
gear ratio was selected because it provides the best positioning accuracy and maintains the
highest maximum load of 3.5kg at the tip of the end effector. while maintaining an angular
velocity of 60 deg/s as shown in Table 2.3.

Table 2.3 Gearing ratio comparison table.
Ratio Angle/Step deg/s(max) rot/s Efficiency : Toque:(N*mm) Max Load at A(kg) Max Load at B(kg)
1
0.05625
6000 16.7
1
9.6
0.048
0.08
5.18 0.01085907 1158.30116 3.22
0.9
44.7552
0.223776
0.37296
13.73 0.00409687 436.999272 1.21
0.81
106.76448
0.5338224
0.889704
19.19 0.00293121 312.662845 0.87
0.81
149.22144
0.7461072
1.243512
26.85 0.00209497 223.463687 0.62
0.81
208.7856
1.043928
1.73988
50.9 0.00110511 117.878193 0.33
0.73
356.7072
1.783536
2.97256
71.14 0.00079069 84.3407366 0.23
0.73
498.54912
2.4927456
4.154576
100 0.0005625
60 0.17
0.73
700.8
3.504
5.84
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End effector and attachments

Figure 2.18 End effector and attachment design

The end effector is made using removable tool mounting stage attached to the force
sensor. This design allows for quick removal and changing of the tools and provides a modular
platform which can accommodate different types of syringes and other instruments which could
be mounted on the force sensor by designing different tool mounting stages, without the need to
redesign the end effector assembly. Other potential tool mounting stage implementations include
camera modules for inspection of bioprinted scaffolds and microvalve mounting stages for
droplet-based bioprinting.
Bioprinting using 5 DOF motion control requires the A-B arm base to be repositioned as
the angles of the end effector change, which can lead to variable surface speed of the end effector
tip while bioprinting geometries with sharp angles. This can lead to variations in deposited
filament width and affect the dimensional accuracy and porosity of the scaffold. In order to
resolve this, piston-based micro extruder was designed and integrated as one of the end effector
attachments.
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Piston-based micro extruder enables the biprinter to adjust the material flow based on the
surface speed of the extruders tip by actuating the plunger with the precision of 3µm. This is
accomplished by using a custom a gearbox assembly which converts rotational motion into linear
motion and drives the piston to create positive or negative pressure within the syringe chamber.

Build volume analysis

Figure 2.19 Build volume analysis

Bioprinter build platform can be considered as articulated or maximum reach build
volume as shown in Figure 2.19. Articulated build volume refers to space where the end effector
can be positioned at any angle within that space, while the maximum reach build volume is the
space where the end effector tip can be positioned, but only at a particular angle or full extension
of the A-B arm. Maximum reach build volume space can be used for actions such as changing
the tools, defined optical inspection areas or material reloading points while the articulated build
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volume can be used for 5 DOF motion along complex geometries. The subject may exceed the
build volume dimensions due to the open bioprintiners build platform surfaces as shown in
Figure 2.11, for example, a person could be seated under the bioprinter while the area to be
treated using the bioprinter can be positioned within the articulated build space for deposition of
bioinks.

Resolution
Nema 14 stepper motors operate at 200 steps/revolution using 20 tooth GT2 (2mm/tooth)
pulleys and belts for x-y platform motion after 32x micro-stepping is applied resolution of 160
steps/mm is obtained resulting in 6.5µm positioning resolution along X and Y axis. Z axis is
actuated using TR8*8 lead screws, which travel 8mm/revolution after the micro-stepping, the
1.25µm resolution is obtained. A and B axis are revolute joints actuated by smaller Nema 11
stepper motors which are connected to 100:1 planetary gearboxes which are able to rotate the
end effector with a resolution of 0.02 degrees.
Z axis resolution:

X-Y axis resolution:

A-B axis resolution:
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Kinematics
For Cartesian 3 degree of freedom bioprinter platforms this task is rather trivial because
the desired position in workspace is often the same as the actuator joint position, however once
we add 2 additional degrees of freedom forward and inverse kinematic transformation matrices
must be developed in order to obtain kinematic equations governing the position the end effector
at some arbitrary angle within the workspace and the resultant actuator joint positions.

Figure 2.20 Kinematic description of the motion stage
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Forward kinematics
Table 2.4 Denavit-Hartenberg table of parameters

#

Θ

d

a

α

U-0

0

0

l1,l2

0

0-1

0

0

0

1-2

0

0

0

2-3

0

l3
l4
l5

0

0

3-4

α

0

0

4-5

β

0

5-T

0

0

l6
l7
l8

0
180

Transformation matrix which defines the relationship between the U (Universe) and T
(Tool) of the end effector allows the computation of the end effectors reference frame position
and orientation within the build space given a set of joint values.

=
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Inverse kinematics
Vectors N, O, A define the orientation of the end effector, while vector P represents the
position in space. The transformation matrix obtained from the forward kinematics solution can
be used to obtain the relationships between the desired angle of the end effector and joint
position values required to move the printer.
XYZ position can be calculated directly from the transformation matrix given that we
know our desired angles α and β. These angles α and β can be represented as a negative unitvector within the spherical coordinate system which can be converted to a unit vector a in
Cartesian coordinate system with following relationships:

After the angles, α and β are obtained the following equations can be used to calculate
the actuator position values (x’ y’ z’) given desired end effector position (x, y, z) and orientation
a.

Unit vector a represents the approach vector of the end effector, which is also the normal
unit vector to the printing plane. Since the nozzle rotational orientation is not important during
extrusion printing only the approach vector is considered. This allows for multiple solutions of
the joint configurations to be used in order to achieve the desired position of the end effector.
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This allows for more flexibility but also introduces the need to prevent drastically different
kinematic solution which requires large changes in the joint actuator positions when making
small increment moves along the printing surface. In order to solve this problem algorithms
monitoring the inverse kinematic solutions are in place which pick the most suitable solution for
the specific task.
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Chapter 3
Manufacturing 5 DOF Bioprinter
In order to manufacture the bioprinter, several different 3D printing and traditional
manufacturing techniques had to be used. Structural shell of the printer was laser cut using a
100W CO2 laser while the X-Y stage mounting points were 3D printer using FDM in PLA
plastic. X-Y stage mounting points and A-B arm mounts were 3D printed using SLA technique.

Design validation workflow
Redesign

Design

Pass

Dimension
validation

Pass

Virtual design
validation

Physical design
validation

Pass

Pass

3D Printing

Idea

Laser cutting

Metal milling

Figure 3.20 Design validation lifecycle

Working
prototype

Pass

Physical
Assembly

Pass
Pass

Production
ready parts

Functional
Device
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As the parts are designed using CAD software the dimensions are double checked and
they are assembled into fully constrained models which simulate the function of the device. This
approach allows identification of design flaws before manufacturing the prototypes using 3D
printing methods. This does not only save money because fewer prototype parts need to be
printed but also accelerates the design process because 3D printing is a time-consuming process
since a small part can take hours to complete printing.
After the design pass the physical validation process a working prototype can be
produced and assembled. If the prototype performs the desired function well, a functional device
can be produced using the required manufacturing method.

3D printing
Most of the structural parts of the bioprinter can be manufactured using an FDM 3D
printers. FDM printers can produce strong plastic parts. They are able to produce features of
around 0.5 millimeters. The parts should also be designed while considering the limitations of
the 3D printing technology to be used to produce them. However, some of the complex parts
contain overhang areas which can’t be avoided by reorientation of the part requires the use of
support material, trickery or another 3D printing technique altogether.
SLA 3D printing technology is more precise then FDM and allow for 100-200um
features to be produced. This 3D printing technique can produce complicated geometries while
maintaining very tight tolerances.
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Structural shell
Structural shell was manufactured by using a CO2 laser cutting machine to cut composite
wood panels. These panels were designed to be produced using 2D cut paths and joined by finger
joints. These panels could be manufactured using aluminum or acrylic sheets, however, wood
was chosen for this prototype because it can be easily modified as the design progresses because
it is very easy to modify the panel using hand tools to accommodate additional features in the
future. The final version of the bioprinters shell should be manufactured using either acrylic, or
composite aluminum panels.

Pressure sensor V1
The first pressure sensor was also manufactured using stacked 5mm acrylic layers
compressed using machine screws and glued together, housing the barometric sensor BMP180
which allows for monitoring the pressure and temperature within the system as pictured in Figure
3.21. The sensor measures the absolute pressure within the system and compares the newly
obtained values to the value which was recorded at the system startup (calibrated pressure). This
device is able to monitor the pressure within the pressure or vacuum line with the accuracy of
0.18 mmHg. This version of the device is currently used in AAB bioprinting platform.
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Figure 3.21 Pressure sensor V1

Pressure sensor V2

Figure 3.22 Pressure sensor V2

The pressure sensor was redesigned in order to reduce the sensors footprint, internal
volume and improve the reliance on liquid contamination as pictured in Figure 3.22. The
chamber area of the sensor is separated by 2 porous membranes which prevent the liquid from
entering the sensor chamber. In addition, a new and improved version of the sensor is used
(BME280) capable of measuring up to 0.002 mmHg pressure difference. This sensor allows
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monitoring of pressure, humidity, and temperature within the system. This device was
manufactured used an SLA 3D printer in order to maintain the required tolerances of the small
features such as the membrane holes and allowed the main sensor body to be printed as a single
part. After the main body of the device was printed the sensor was inserted and glued with the
photosensitive resin in place, exposing only the contact pins to the outside environment. This
device is currently used in the 5DOF bioprinter.

X-Y stage V1

Figure 3.23 X-Y stage V1

Manufacturing of X-Y stage using FDM 3D printing was very challenging because this
part contains unsupported overhang areas which are unavoidable. Rail mounting points must be
produced very precisely in order to secure the rail tightly and maintain the positional accuracy of
the X-Y stage. Since the belt runs along the rail, the belt path access holes must be placed next to
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the rail mounting hole resulting in an unsupported overhang which cannot be produced using
FDM 3D printers.
In order to produce these parts using FDM 3D printer, the parts were split into 2 separate
pieces and then fastened together as shown in Figure 3.23. This part was used for the first
prototype of the motion stage since the part was split in half, the part would fail along the stress
concentration point. In order to manufacture this part, SLA 3D printing had to be utilized.

X-Y stage and A-B arm V2

Figure 3.24 X-Y stage and A-B arm V2

Same part was produced using Form 2 SLA 3D printer which could print the model as a
single part while maintaining good dimensional accuracy. SLA printers can produce unsupported
overhang areas without an issue.
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Chapter 4
Software Development
Currently, the software availability for bioprinters is limited to closed-source proprietary
packages which work only with a select few models of bioprinter's, or the software is adapted
from conventional 3D printing platforms which tend to be passive g-code streamers and does not
integrate well with the demanding application of bioprinting of live tissue. Generation of
toolpaths for scaffolds is often performed by hand because the current toolpath generation tools
are inadequate and do not translate well between 3D printing and Bioprinting applications.

Software integration overview
The software used in bioprinting applications consists of 3 main categories:
1. Motion controller software
2. Bioprinter interface software
3. Toolpath generation software
The software package pyBioRun integrates the bioprinter interface and toolpath
generation software into a single, open-source package which can control any G-Code compliant
device whether it’s a robotic arm or Cartesian motion stage based bioprinter. The software is able
to interpret automation code (A-Code) which allows the device to be responsive in a constantly
changing environment and make a decision based on sensor input data such as pressure sensors,
temperature sensors, and data extracted from camera sensors using computer vision. An arbitrary
number of sensors can be connected and integrated easily using the serial communication port
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making the software package a versatile tool, which can be customized to specific needs of the
tissue engineering application.
The software package is able to control various types of bioprinters equipped with
extrusion-based, aspiration assisted and droplet-based, deposition systems. This versatility is
critical in bioprinting because as biostruct complexity increases the need to use several of these
material deposition techniques together becomes more important. Currently, single-purpose
bioprinters are utilized to perform specific tasks, for example, bone regeneration requires
extrusion-based bioprinting system, while skin regeneration requires a droplet-based bioprinter.
In order to combine bone regeneration and skin regeneration treatment into a single operation the
subject (animal) must be transferred between the bioprinters, which increases the operation time
and jeopardizes time/temperature sensitive biomaterials. In addition, each one of these devices is
controlled by a completely different software package without any inter-compatibility requiring
manual calibration of the devices during the operation.

Motion Control software
Motion control software interprets G-Code commands broadcasted by the Bioprinter
control software over a serial communication line. The microcontroller executes these commands
one by one generating appropriate signals to move stepper motors, toggle pins, and read sensor
data. The most popular microcontroller software implementation for 3D printing applications is
Marlin, Marlin is open-source and runs on an Arduino Mega microcontroller. Another popular
opensource implementation is Smoothieware. It was chosen as the motion control system for the
bioprinter because it is running on much faster 100Mhs Cortex M microcontroller, the increased
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operating frequency translate into faster command execution and allows for a higher degree of
microstamping resulting in enhanced resolution of the bioprinter. Smoothieware can also be
easily modified and configured without the need to recompile the source code enabling fast
prototyping and development.

Bioprinter software interface
The user interface allows the operator to interact with and control the bioprinter.
Overview of various features implemented in the software package will be discussed and
explained in detail.

Figure 4.25 Software interface overview
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Navigation Interface
Navigation interfaces provide the ability to control the position of the end effector.
Cartesian Navigation Interface allows the end effector to be moved along XYZ axes at desired
speed and step sizes. In addition, it provides information about the current location of the XYZ
base and allows the device to be recalibrated.
5DOF navigation interface extends the Cartesian control interface and enables control of
devices with additional A and B axes. Similarly, the secondary motion stage control interface
enables control of devices with multiple motion stages controlled by separate motion controllers.
Navigation interface is used in order to position the end effector at a desired location
which can then be saved or used a reference point for generated scaffold toolpaths.

Location and position interface

Figure 4.26 Software location and position interface

Quick location panel allows specific locations in XYZ space to be saved for quick
navigation during the experiment. In addition, grid location generators can produce multiple
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location grid sets originating at any point with a customized pitch and spacing size. Grid features
are very useful for precise patterning of spheroids when using the AAB bioprinter. In extrusionbased bioprinting, the locations can be defined for quick navigation between the different
printing areas as well as precise navigation of the defect area.

Sensors interface
Sensor interface enables control and displays data from various peripheral sensor devices
such as pressure, force sensors and implements control of PWM driven devices such as DC
motor controllers and micro valves.

Camera interface

Figure 4.27 Software camera interface
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Camera interface implements the camera controls and real-time configuration of
computer vision algorithms for of up to 4 different cameras/microscopes sensors independently.
The controls allow for easy snapshot and video capturing at any time during the experiment. The
captured files are automatically named and sorted in separate folders for easy organization of
data. Other settings such as camera orientation and mirroring, information watermarks and image
post-processing can be configured as well.

Automation interface

Figure 4.28 Software automation interface

Automation interface enables the user to monitor and control the automation code (ACode) execution flow in real time. This interface also provides a history of all executed actions
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along with result obtained post-execution. Additional dialogs are available for creating new ACode routines.

Diagnostics Interface
Diagnostics interface implements a command prompt for the main motion stage
controller and displays real-time communication flow between the devices and internal software
components. In addition, all of the warning and error messages are displayed here.
In order to reduce setup time when switching between different experiments and
bioprinter platforms, the settings can be saved and restored at any point by using the setup menu.

Toolpath generation

A-Code manager
Allows control of the A-code execution rate and displays the execution history.

A-Code generators
Generators provide an algorithmic assembly of A-Code commands to produce
customized toolpaths for common bioprinting tasks and structures quickly. These structures can
be defined by various parameters such as location, dimensions, and porosity of the scaffold.
Generated code can be integrated as a subtask in a complicated automation routine reducing the
preparation time needed for bioprinting experiments. 2D Toolpaths such as square or snake are
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suitable for extrusion and droplet-based bioprinting while the more advanced 3D toolpaths are
mostly useful for extrusion-based bioprinted scaffolds.

2D Box generator (3 DOF)

Figure 4.29 2D box toolpath generation

By defining the origin position (Xo, Yo) and final position (Xf, Yf) the toolpath for the
square of the desired dimension along X-Y plane (2D) can be generated, In addition, the number
of layers, layer height, and the feed rate can be specified to produce a box of desired dimensions.
Sample boxes of various shapes were made using pluronic material extruded using a
piston based micro extruder.
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2D Snake generator (3 DOF)

Figure 4.30 2D plane toolpath generation

Using snake generator the commands are assembled in a snake pattern and defined by
origin position (Xo, Yo), final position (Xf, Yf) and a number of paths within the scaffold n,
which is calculated based on the desired porosity of the scaffold. This toolpath can be repeated a
desired number of times in alternating layers rotated by 90 degrees
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Snake generator along an arbitrary plane (5DOF)

Figure 4.31 3D plane toolpath generation

Toolpaths along a plane positioned at any angle in space can be generated by ether
defining 3 points within the build volume or directly by providing the normal unit vector of the
desired plane. Plane vector N is defined by taking a cross product of 2 vectors between points
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P1-P2 and P1-P3. This normal plane vector N is used to generate points in X and Y space along
which the segmented snake path is defined similarly to the 2D plane generation. Furthermore, in
order to maintain the nozzle perpendicular to the plane, the plane unit vector N is converted to
spherical coordinates which allow the normal orientation of the nozzle to be maintained.

Snake generator along an arbitrary function (5DOF)

Figure 4.32 3D function toolpath
generation along a parabola

Figure 4.33 3D point cloud toolpath
generation
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In addition to generating 3D plane toolpaths this generator allows for an arbitrary
function to be defined along which the snake toolpaths are generated. This requires the
calculation of the instant unit vector N which is defined by taking a cross product between the
vectors constructed from the nearest adjacent points as the nozzle travels between the waypoints
along the toolpath. Similarly, the toolpath can be generated along a crafted point cloud. Figure
4.32 shows the toolpaths being executed along a parabolic surface and displays a few snapshots
of bioprinters position during execution.

A-Code automation
Bioprinter can be operated autonomously by defining steps required to be performed in
the experiment though Automation Code (A-code). These steps are defined in a decision tree
based algorithm which the printer executes. These A-code algorithms use predefined parameters
and data acquired from the sensors to determine the subsequent step that will be performed. Acode commands can be defined as a single action, set of A-code commands or conditional
statements.

Table 4.5 A-Code command list

A-code command

Description

sendCode

Sends arbitrary G-code to the bioprinters
microcontroller.

takePicture

Takes a snapshot of the specified camera
sensor stream
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startRecording

Starts recording the output stream of the
specified camera sensor stream

endRecording

Ends recording the output stream of the
specified camera sensor stream

goLocXYZAB

Positions the tooltip at a specified point (XYZ)
and angle (AB) within the build space

goLocXYZplane

Positions the tooltip at a specified point (XYZ)
along an arbitrary plane within the build space

goLoc

Moves the tooltip to predefined saved location
position

goZ

Moves the printer to specified Z position

goX

Moves the printer to specified X position

goY

Moves the printer to specified Y position

setSpeed

Sets the tooltip surface speed

setAcceleration

Sets the maximum acceleration for all axes

pressureOn

Switches on Pressure Valve On/Off

vacuumOn

Switches on vacuum Valve On/Off

ledOn

Switches camera LED (1-256) Intensity

wait

Waits specified amount of time in seconds.

micro0ValveOn

Turns on Microvalve 0 (1-256) Intensity

micro1ValveOn

Turns on Microvalve 1 (1-256) Intensity

micro0ValveOnTime

Turns on Microvalve 0 (1-256) Intensity at
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specified interval
micro0ValveOnTime

Turns on Microvalve 1 (1-256) Intensity at
specified interval

doSubroutine

Executes a set of A-code commands

doSubroutineDaemon

Executes a set of A-code commands in the
background

doIf

Performs a command checking for specific
value which determines the next command to
be executed.
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A-Code complex automation example algorithm:
An algorithm was prepared in A-Code to capture and pattern spheroids autonomously
using aspiration assisted bioprinting platform. In order to avoid potential failures while capturing
and depositing the spheroids on top of the hydrogel, computer vision algorithms are employed to
determine whether each of the steps in the process is completed successfully and the process can
proceed forward as shown in the flowchart pictured in Figure 4.34.

Figure 4.34 A-Code complicated automation algorithm
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Software framework
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Figure 4.35 Software framework diagram

The framework consists of 5 primary objects that perform various functions and promote
the reuse of code. Primary programing language for development of the software package is
Python 3.5, Python was chosen due to its platform independence, ease of use and ability to use
industry standard libraries such as OpenCV for image processing and QT5 for developing user
interfaces.
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Hardware
The Hardware object handles communication and processing of data exchanged between
the hardware and software components. This object handles the kinematic calculations,
command actions and real-time UI updates for hardware devices such as the motion controller
and sensor microcontroller as well as computer vision algorithm implementation.

Automation
Automation object manages the command execution flow and interprets A-code
commands, tasks, and subtasks. In addition, it monitors the bioprinter system for changes and
maintains synchronization between the motion controller, sensor microcontroller, and camera
systems.

Data
Data object maintains, loads and saves the current state of the various bioprinters system
components. Many of the objects contain object specific functions that manipulate or process the
stored data. For example, the location object implements various geometric validation algorithms
which are used to validate a proposed toolpath for predefined obstacles within the build volume.

Computer vision
Images captured by the camera sensors are processed using OpenCV library for python.
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First, the image stream must be post-processed by applying a color channel filter if the object we
are trying to detect has a distinct color. The Gaussian filter is used to smooth the image and
remove the undesired noise from the image. After the post-processing is performed information
can be extracted from the captured image.

Figure 4.36 Computer vision distance and diameter detection algorithm

Various computer vision algorithms can be used to detect various shapes within the
image. For example, the diameter of the captured spheroid can be measured before performing
the placement by performing the following procedure: Canny Edge Detection is used to extract
edges within the image. Then Hough Circle Transform is applied to see if the image of the edges
contains any circular shapes. Next, detected shapes are sorted by location and diameter. The
most likely shape is chosen as representative of the object we are measuring and can be used for
subsequent operations within the execution flow of A-code. Figure 4.36 shows the bottom
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microscope image which enables automatic construct inspection by measuring the spheroid
diameter and placement distance in real time.

Sensors
The sensor interface is implemented using an Arduino Mega microcontroller which
communicates with the primary control computer using a serial bus interface. The Sensor
monitors the serial connection for commands and sends periodic sensor data updates to the
primary computer. Currently implemented peripherals which can be monitored and controlled
include sensors, motors, and valves.

Table 4.6 List of sensor peripherals
Peripheral's

Description

BMP280

Barometric pressure and temperature sensor

DC motor driver Direct current motor driver H-Bridge controller
M996

Servo motor

Nema 14

Stepper motor

HX711

Analog Signal amplifier for force measurements

Microvalve
driver

Microvalve controller, amplifying the reference signal up to 24V operating
voltage.
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